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 Problem Description:  

 

Pin assignment is quite important and when users start to connect EKI-serial device server 

family to end terminal device.  

EKI-1500 series serial device server that include EKI-1521/2/4/8/16/8-DR & EKI-1200 serial 

Modbus gateway that include EKI-1221/2/4/6 and USB-4600 series USB-2-serial converter these 

module that also related with the old module like EKI-1500-AE hardware version and latest 

new hardware module like EKI-1500-CE/EKI-1200-CE version. 

These modules have their own unique serial type pin assignment and also has different type 

of connector type like RJ-45 serial type for rack-mounted size serial device server 

(EKI-1528(6)-AE/BE) or DB9 serial type like most other modules. 

 

This FAQ would use chart to show the different EKI device server family hardware module 

would accept its serial type pin definition. 

 

 



                                                 

 

 Brief Solution - Step by Step: 

 

Below is whole EKI-1500/EKI-1200/USB-4604 support Pin assignment chart. 

These modules all support in DB-9 type serial connector. 

 

 

 



                                                 

 

The old modules such as EKI-1526(8)-AE/BE that go with RJ-45 type connector and 

USB-4604-AE that goes with DB-9 type connector. 

 

 

 



                                                 

Appendix: 

The latest one rack-mounted EKI-1526(8)-CE device server module use DB-9 connector that is 

different serial type compare with EKI-1526(8)-BE that originally use RJ-45 serial type. In this 

situation, it may need some accessory to fit the modification. We have two kinds of accessory 

that can meet it require. 

Option1: Part number: OPT1-DB9-J1-A 

Who would need option1 accessory?   

a. User that used serial type RS-232 mode in EKI-1526(8)-AE/BE  

b. New user needs RJ-45 type connector for RS-232/RS-422/RS-485. 

 

 

      



                                                 

Option2: Part number: OPT1-DB9-J2-A 

Who needed: User that used serial type RS-422/RS-485 mode in EKI-1526(8)-AE/BE or new 

user need RJ-45 type connector for RS-422/RS-485. Please check this below Pin defines. 

 

 

 



                                                 

Option3: Part number: OPT1-DB9-AE  

What kind of User needed: user need terminal type connector for RS-422/RS-485. Please 

check this below Pin defines. 
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EKI-1521_1522_1524_Manual_Ed3.pdf (Ed3) 

EKI-1500 Series_UM_DF-A_10272016.pdf 

EKI-1528_1526_Manual_Ed1.pdf (Ed1) 

EKI-1526I-CE&EKI-1528I-CE_UM_Ed1_05122017.pdf 

EKI-1200 Series_UM_10042016.pdf 

USB-4600_Series_User_Manual_ed3.pdf 

USB-4604B(M)-BE UM_D2_11302015.pdf 
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